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Introduction  
Locanda dell’Orso Bevitore is a small accommodation facility founded in 2004 with the intention of giving hospitality to tourists 
looking for a place to relax and discover the passion for our territory. The inn is part of the COMM. G.B. BURLOTTO, historic wine 
producer founded in 1850. 

This service charter is the document that provides you with all general information on the services offered by our structure and the 
rules for their use. The service charter will be modified / updated periodically also at your pleasant suggestion or notification. 
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Accommodations 
The Locanda dell’Orso Bevitore is a small accommodation facility, which offers bed and breakfast service. Inside the building 
located in Verduno, Via Vittorio Emanuele 28, 5 double bedrooms, 3 two-room apartments and 2 suites were built. The apartments 
can be booked with 2 different solutions; solution A includes breakfast and daily cleaning service, while solution B does not include 
breakfast and cleaning is twice a week..  

Booking terms and conditions 
Our rooms, apartments and suites can be booked: 

- Directly from our website at the page: http://www.burlotto.com/it/prenotazioni.php 
- By sending an information request to the e-mail address: orsobevitore@burlotto.com 
- By calling +39 (0) 172 470447 
- WhatsApp at +39 328 8642597 
- Through agencies (in this case the processing conditions are specified by the agency) 

In all cases, except for bookings through external agencies only, confirmation will be made through PMS ZAK, with online check-in 
management.  
 Will send a link where you have to: 

 verify details of reservation in “Summary” 
 confirm the reservation with credit card information through “Guarantee your reservation” 
 give us a mobile number,with country code, in “Online checkin”. It’s basic in case we need to contact you on the road.  

 
Moreover you can: 

 inform us about check-in time or notes in page “Remarks and Check-in hour”  
 fill in the personal informations of all guests, needed for the check-in, in the page “Online checkin”. Alternatively you 

can send a picture of each document by WhatsApp to +39 328 8642597 (please, the reservation number on the page 
“Summary” must be indicated in the message - es: CJ0002). We’ll ask your identity card or passport at the check-in, to 
verify data correspondence.  
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT WITHOUT CREDIT CARD INFORMATION THE RESERVATION WILL NOT BE CONFIRMED BY THE 
SYSTEM. TELEPHONE MOBILE NUMBER IS ALSO NECESSARY. 
 
The credit card comes as reservation guarantee and as protection for any damage; to this end we can make credit card pre-
authorization for the cost of the stay. The customer can decide the final payment method in the structure. 

 
Unless otherwise agreed, including through agencies, our "Cancellation Policy" is as follows: 

Free cancellations or changes up to 15 days before the arrival date. 
For subsequent cancellations or no shows, the full amount will be charged (100% penalty) 

For early departures, 100% of the cost of the unused stay will be charged. 
We suggest that you inform us immediately; an attempt will be made to replace the reservation by reselling the room and, if 
successful, the penalty will not be charged. By sending us your credit card details, you explicitly agree to the cancellation policy. 
 
Cancellation can be done via PMS ZAK on - CANCELLATION page 
 
It is also possible to cancel the reservation by sending an email to orsobevitore@burlotto.com 
Changes or cancellations to bookings made through the agency must be made through the agency itself. 

Reception and departure 
Our small receptive structure is directly managed by us, flanked by people of our trust; we will be at your disposal to provide you 
with all the information you need during the following time slot:: 

8.00 - 12.30  e   17.00 -19.00 

instead we can be reached by telephone, also via WhatsApp, at the following telephone numbers and in the following time slot: 
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+39 (0)172 470447 - +39 328 8642597 
8.00 - 13.30  e   15.00 - 20.00 

Emergency: +39 (0)172 470122 - +39 380 4262124 
Check-in: 

We kindly ask you to inform us of your arrival in advance, by filling in the relevant field on the booking form (Check-in item) or by 
sending us an email to orsobevitore@burlotto.com or a WhatsApp message to the number  +39 328 8642597 

We are however present in the structure in the following time slot: 

11.30 - 12.30  e  17.00 - 19.00 

A self check-in system can be arranged, especially for arrivals at night; in this case all the instructions will be sent to be able to 
access your accommodation in complete autonomy. 
If you arrive earlier than the scheduled time or the room is not yet ready, we will invite you to leave your luggage directly in the room 
intended for you or in a deposit in order to complete the preparation of the room. 
 
In compliance with current regulations, each guest must be registered in the regional portal, PIEMONTE DATI TURISMO web 
service and communicated to the police station; to this end, it is necessary to complete the booking form (see "Booking terms 
and conditions") and provide us with valid documents for each individual guest (identity card or passport) upon arrival. For 
arrivals with "self check-in" mode (or to reduce waiting times upon arrival) a copy of the documents must be sent, before arrival, to: 

orsobevitore@burlotto.com 
WhatsApp to +39 328 8642597 

The documents must also be shown at the time of check-in or during the period of stay. 
 
Check-out: 
The structure must be vacated by 10.30 am; the swimming pool will still be at your disposal until 19.00. The bill will be prepared for 
the morning of departure and you will be issued a tax receipt; if you wish to receive an invoice, please notify at least one day before 
departure. Payment by debit card, credit card and cash is accepted (for amounts allowed by Italian law) 

Animals 
Small pets are accepted by the hotel, upon notice and free of charge. For reasons of hygiene and safety, the animal must be 
prohibited from climbing onto beds and sofas or other upholstered furniture. The guest must have a kennel, bowls and everything 
necessary for the animal's stay. 

The dog must always be kept on a leash and cannot enter the breakfast room and pool area 

It is forbidden to leave your pet alone in the room and in particular during the cleaning hours. 

Privacy 
Personal data and any other element learned by our Company during the course of the assignment will be subject to a bond of 
secrecy and will be treated in compliance with the confidentiality and rights of the person through the systematic application on our 
part of specific protection measures. and guarantees prepared for both paper and electronic data processing and measured 
according to the specificity of the data itself (simple personal data or sensitive or judicial data). Pursuant to and for the purposes of 
D.Lgs. 196/03, the Customer is informed that his personal data will be processed only for the purposes determined by the 
contractual relationship for these purposes (including accounting and administrative purposes). 

The structure has established a series of internal procedures to protect the data of the Guests and of all those who have requested 
information from the hotel. 

When booking, you will be asked for the following information: 

- Telephone number that will be registered in order to be able to contact you for information relating to your stay. 
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- Credit card that will be used in case of charges for cancellation or damages or for payments with your 
authorization; the data provided will be password protected and once the stay is completed it will be 
removed from the system. 

- The e-mail address will be registered in a database; at check-in you will be asked for authorization to send offers / 
promotions / information by the structure 

At check-in you will be asked to show a valid document (identity card, passport or driving license); this document will be photocopied 
and filed. Your data will be sent to the competent police headquarters as required by the Laws. 

Room cleaning, maintenance and services 
All rooms are in harmony with the style of the structure and, we hope, with the type of holiday you have chosen. They are equipped 
with many comforts, such as balcony, private bathroom, hairdryer, air conditioning, satellite TV, refrigerator, small safe, WiFi 
internet, bed linen and towels, courtesy kit (consisting of soap, shower gel, cap, etc.) 

Inside the structure there is a small cellar, inside which you will find a cabinet with compartments; each room is assigned a box in 
which you will find a few bottles of wine from our winery. The price list will be present in the cellar. It will be checked and replenished 
by our staff daily and the drinks will be charged at the end of the stay. 

The rooms and apartments will be cleaned and sanitized (also by means of Ozone treatment) when the customer changes; 
dishwashing is the responsibility of the guest (or will be charged as an extra). 

The cleaning of the rooms and suites is carried out daily, at the following times: 

10.00 – 14.30/15.00 

For the apartments, the apartments are cleaned daily (excluding washing dishes and cleaning the work and cooking area) in 
solutions A and C, while in solution B cleaning is biweekly. 

Washing of dishes and dishes is not included in the price; there is therefore an additional cost (€ 25.00-50.00) if they are left dirty at 
check-out. 

All room equipment is checked by the staff, to allow it to function perfectly during your stay; any repairs to malfunctions or breakages 
found or reported by the Guests will be carried out as soon as possible. 

To protect your safety, periodic checks of the systems are carried out to prevent inefficiencies and malfunctions. 

Rules of conduct in the rooms  
The use of air conditioning is allowed only during the stay in the room; windows and French doors must be left closed and the lights 
off in the absence of the guest. It is forbidden to leave doors and windows open with the heating or air conditioning system on 
(except for the normal air exchange of a few minutes). The service staff is authorized to access the room for the restoration of the 
permitted conditions, in case of absence of the guest. 
Extra costs may be foreseen in case of non-observance of the previous points.. 
 
For the respect of all: 

- we invite you to adopt a behavior that respects the peace and relaxation of the other guests; 
- the guest is required to respect the rooms, equipment and furnishings found in the structure * 
- please do not smoke inside the building; it is only allowed outdoors using suitable ashtrays, and it is forbidden to throw 

cigarette butts on the ground. 
- use the television and any music systems at a volume that respects the peace and harmony of the other guests 
- respect the rest hours: from 13:00 to 15:00 and from 23:00 to 09:00. 
- it is forbidden to use extra heating appliances and naked flames in the rooms. 

 
* in case of damage to objects, appliances, systems and in general to the building, caused by inappropriate use or by your animals, 
the costs of repair or replacement will be charged. 
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We also ask you to be respectful of the environment and to minimize waste and use the appropriate containers for separate waste 
collection. The service staff is authorized to access for the restoration of the permitted conditions, in the event of the guest's 
absence. 

Breakfast 
Breakfast is included in the price of the rooms, suites and apartment sol. A and C (excluded only in solution B) 

The rich breakfast based on sweet and savory products of own production or coming for the most part from local farms, is served in 
the ground floor room at the following times: 

8.30 - 10.00 

On request it is possible to bring breakfast earlier (maximum 7.30 am) by asking the staff present in the structure or by sending a 
request by text message to +39 328 8642597 by 7.00 pm the day before; confirmation must follow. 

We kindly ask you to be warned well in advance of allergies or intolerances, so as to prevent any possible risk and also be able to 
provide you with adequate products. 

COVID EMERGENCY: In this particular period, breakfast will be served at the table and it will not be possible to serve; to avoid too 
long waiting times, it would be nice to know in advance the time you prefer to have breakfast and, if possible, your choices. 

You can also inform us by sending a Whatsapp message to +39 3804262124, within 6 pm of the previous day, indicating the room 
number, the time and the list of choices 

Bar Service - Small Catering 
We are at your disposal for the bar service (drinks and small aperitifs) in the following time slots: 

8.00 - 12.30  e   17.00 -19.00 
In the summer season, only on request, by filling out the appropriate form that you will find on the table during breakfast, it will be 
possible to have a small restaurant service in the following time slot:  

12.30 – 14.00 

Swimming pool rules 
The swimming pool is only available to guests of the rooms in accordance with the health authorization received. 

The beach towel is not provided by the hotel and it is not allowed to use the towels supplied with the room. 

SWIMMING POOL WITHOUT LIFEGUARD 
OPENING TIME 9.30  CLOSING TIME 19.00 

HEIGHT OF THE TANK:  140 cm 
Plant manager: Cristina Alessandria 

 
UNIQUE NUMBER OF EMERGENCIES 112 

Servizio Sanitario di Urgenza ed Emergenza Medica 118 
 

- Public must comply with the opening and closing times of the facility 
- Free bathing is not allowed for those who cannot swim. 
- Before entering the tub, a soapy shower is mandatory 
- The use of a swimming cap is mandatory in the pool 
- It is forbidden to spit, blow your nose and urinate in water 
- It is forbidden to dirty the tub water with organic or chemical substances of any kind. 
- It is forbidden to skip the foot wash basin. 
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- It is forbidden to travel with ordinary shoes; the use of plastic and rubber slippers is mandatory. 
- It is forbidden to stop or circulate without a bathing suit. 
- Children under the age of 12 will not be able to access the facility, unless accompanied by an adult who assumes 

responsibility for them; unaccompanied children, upon request, must show an identity document. 
- Carers take full responsibility for the safety of minors entrusted to them during bathing. 
- It is forbidden to dive 
- It is recommended not to get wet within three hours of eating a meal 
- It is forbidden to run, play ball and play dangerous games (push other people into the water, joke roughly in the water and 

out ...) 
- It is forbidden to shout, shout or disturb the audience in any way. 
- It is forbidden to bring animals of any species. 
- It is forbidden to consume food in the pool area. 
- Free diving is prohibited. 
- It is mandatory to use the special baskets for any kind of waste. 
- During bad weather or rain, swimmers must leave the pools and their enclosure. 
- It is forbidden to enter the flower beds perimeter of the pool. 

 
COVID EMERGENCY the size of the tank allows it to be used simultaneously by up to 6 people. The relaxation area around the 
pool has been organized in compliance with the Covid19 anti-contagion protocol; therefore it is forbidden to move deck chairs, sun 
beds and umbrellas and you are requested to use the same station for the whole day. The rules and recommendations are 
displayed near the pool and hand gel and soap / shower shampoo are available. 

- Wash your hands when accessing the pool or solarium using the alcohol-based hand washing gel and disposable wipes 
to dry both positioned in the appropriate spaces. 

- Avoid gatherings and games between children not belonging to the same family 
- Always maintain an interpersonal distance of 1.5 meters from other customers both in the pool and in the solarium and 

observe the instructions of the personnel in charge and the signs present. The interpersonal distance does not apply to 
people of the same family or cohabiting. 

- Do not go to the solarium or the swimming pool in case of flu symptoms and / or fever over 37.5 ° C. 
- The use of the swimming pool must be booked in advance 

Visit to the cellar  
We will be very happy to accompany you on a visit to the historic cellar and tasting of our wines; being a family business, we ask 
you to arrange an appointment in the following ways:: 

- asking for information to the staff present in the structure 
- by calling the following +39 (0) 172 470122 
- by sending an email to orsobevitore@burlotto.com or burlotto@burlotto.com 
- via WhatsApp at +39 328 8642597 

Other services offered 
The property features a free, unguarded private car park. 

Other services available on request: 
- Maps for trekking, books and publications in the area, on loan free of charge (they must be returned at the end of the 

stay, otherwise your credit card will be charged) 
- Use of the washing machine for washing some items of clothing. 
- Reservation of restaurants, taxis, guided tours, excursions 
- Bike, electric bike, 125cc Vespa, car rental 

In the breakfast room you will also find information material and publications on the many activities in the area, restaurants and 
cellars. 
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Our structure is a member of the Consorzio Turistico Langhe Monferrato Roero, promoter of the “Authentic Experience” project; 
the qualified staff will be happy to provide you with information and help you organize your stay. For info and reservations: +39 0173 
362562 - info@tartufoevino.it - www.booking-experience.tartufoevino.it 

Guest health and safety (Emergencies) 
For the safety of our Guests, in addition to what has already been described above, we have adapted our facilities to what is 
required by current legislation, 

In each room there is a floor plan of the structure with an indication of the escape routes, identification of fire extinguishers and 
procedures for evacuating the building. 

UNIQUE NUMBER OF EMERGENCIES 112 

For the respect of all: 
- we invite you to adopt a behavior that respects the peace and relaxation of the other guests; 
- access to private rooms and the kitchen is strictly prohibited 
- the guest is required to respect the rooms, equipment and furnishings found in the farmhouse; 
- it is strictly forbidden to smoke inside the structure; 
 

We also ask to be respectful of the environment and to minimize waste. 


